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Human can achieve the impossible is not suﬃcient. Because human can also achieve
beyond the impossible.
Nikola Tesla
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Abstract
Ear biometric gets attention for more than ten years [3]. There are several studies in the
literature. They show that the earmarks are diﬀerent for every person and comparatively
invariant throughout in perpetuity. The earmark has been using in forensic sciences for
person recognition for many years. Throughout place of murder inquiries, earmarks are
used to ﬁnd the criminal. At the present times, earmarks are called evidence for the
crime scene [51, 52]. Ear biometric recognition technology is recently used for earmark
recognition. In this thesis, SIFT algorithm is used in system of the earmark recognition.
The acquired data showed that the success rate of the earmark recognition system is
99.72%. Results of this study can be used as a resource for future works. Many ear
image databases are available online. So, they are accessible to researchers. On the
other hand, there is not any earmark image database available. SIFT algorithm was
tested using the earmark image database that created by the researcher. The database
includes 912 images belong to 50 individuals who are 29 women and 21 men. For each
ear, four images were captured in three sessions by four diﬀerent smartphones. 800
samples were collected in the ﬁrst two sessions and 112 samples in the third one. The
experimental results stated that latent earmarks on the smartphone can be used for
biometric recognition. Latent earmarks on smartphone are becoming visible under good
lighting. So, that earmark veriﬁcation can be performed like ﬁngerprint veriﬁcation on
the smartphone. The success rate of earmark veriﬁcation varies by diﬀerent smartphone
brands. It is because the materials used on smartphones'screens are diﬀerent from each
other. Also, success rates of earmark veriﬁcation of a smartphone depend on whether
the smartphone has the screen protector or not. The obtained results showed that the
iPhone 6 with screen protector has the highest success rate with 99.94% among other
smartphones. In future, increasing the number of people can enhance this study. People
from diﬀerent geographies can be used to investigate the eﬀect of genetic factors on ears.
The changes can be observed more clearly when the ear recording periods are longer.
Keywords: Engineering, Experimental biometric, Ear biometric, Earmark biometric,
SIFT, Identiﬁcation, Veriﬁcation, Smartphone, Earmark, Earprint, Forensic evidence.
Akll Telefonlardaki Görünmez Kulak zi
Elif ÖZCAN SÖZER
Öz
Kulak biyometrisi on yl a³kn bir süredir dikkatleri çekiyor [3]. Literaturde Kulak biy-
ometrisi ile ilgili birçok çal³ma vardr. Kulak adli bilimler alannda uzun yllar kimlik
tanmlama için kullanlm³tr. Olay yeri incelemelerinde geçerli parmak izinin olmad§
durumlarda kulak izleri kimlik tespiti ve delil için sklkla kullanlr [51, 52]. Kulak
biyometrisi tanmlama teknolojisi, biyometri tanmlama alannda yeni bir konudur. Bu
tezde SIFT algoritmasna dayanan bir kulak biyometrisi tanmlama sistemi sunulmu³tur.
SIFT algoritmasnda kulak izlerinden çkarlan özellikler, olu³turulan benzersiz ³ablonla
birlikte hesaplanr. Bu ³ablon nesneye ait özellikler içerir. Elde edilen sonuçlar, öner-
ilen sistemin do§ru tanmlama orann %99,72'ye yükseltti§ini göstermektedir. Yakn
gelecekte, kulak izlerine ait bu çal³malar ba³ka çal³malar için yol gösterici olacaktr.
Herkesin kullanmna açk hazr kulak foto§raﬂar içeren veritaban mevcuttur, ancak
kulak izleri içeren hazr veritaban bulunmamaktadr. Bu yüzden SIFT algoritmas,
olu³turulan kulak izi veritabannda test edilmi³tir. Kulak izi foto§raf veritaban 912 fo-
to§raftan olu³ur. Her kulak için 4 ayr foto§raf üç ayr oturumda, dört farkl markaya ait
telefonla alnm³tr. Birinci ve ikinci oturumda 800 örnek, üçüncüsünde 112 örnek toplan-
m³tr. Bu veritabanndaki foto§raﬂar, 29 kadn ve 21 erkek olmak üzere toplam 50 ki³iye
ait foto§raﬂar içermektedir. Deney sonuçlar, akll telefondaki gizli kulak izlerinin biy-
ometrik tanmlama için kullanlabilece§ini göstermektedir. Akll telefonlarn üzerindeki
gizli kulak izleri iyi bir aydnlatma ile görünür hale gelmektedir. Böylece, akll telefon
yüzeyindeki parmak izi do§rulamasna benzer ³ekilde kulak izi do§rulamas da yapla-
bilir. Kulak izi do§rulama ba³ar oran akll telefonlardaki markalara göre de§i³mektedir.
Çünkü akll telefonlarda kullanlan metaryaller birbirinden farkldr. Ayn marka akll
telefonda kulak izi do§rulama ba³ar orannn farkldr çünkü birisinde ekran koruyu-
cusu vardr, di§erinde yoktur. Elde edilen sonuçlarda ekran koruyuculu iPhone 6 marka
akll telefonun %99,94 ba³ar oranyla en yüksek kulak izi do§rulama ba³arsna sahiptir.
Gelecekte bu çal³mann geli³tirilmesi için kulak izi alnan birey says artrlabilir. Farkl
co§rafyalardaki insanlar, genetik faktörlerin kulak izleri üzerindeki etkilerini ara³trmak
için kullanlabilir. Kulak izi alma periyotlar daha uzun oldu§unda kulaktaki de§i³imler
daha net görülebilir.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Mühendislik, Deneysel biyometri, Kulak biyometrisi, Kulak izi
biyometrisi, SIFT, Tanmlama, Dogrulama, Akll telefon, Kulak izi, Adli delil.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Biometric Systems
Biometric word is formed from the combination of life and measure [1]. Person's physi-
ological and behavioral characteristics are automatically identiﬁed thanks to biometrics
[1]. These characteristics are unique, individual and can be used in the identiﬁcation
and veriﬁcation [5]. Ears, hand geometry, voice tone, DNA, signature dynamics, ﬁnger-
prints, iris and vein patterns, gait, odor and face detection are the types of biometrics
[1]. Most of systems are only used passwords,captcha and they are stolen by hackers
[5]. Major advantages of biometric characteristics are that these features can not be
forgotten, lost and made too unpredictable. Nowadays biometric plays an important
role in veriﬁcation and identiﬁcation individuals in security systems. Biometrics can be
either obviously seen. Also it helps recognize the person [12]. In ﬁgure 1.1 some of the
biometric properties are shown.
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Figure 1.1: Biometric patterns [8].
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Many applications have authentication and authorization in everyday life [1]. Biometric
recognizes an individual basing on characteristics needed for automated method [1].
Biometrics shows improvements in such aspects as security, data integrity, fault tolerance,
system recovery [1]. Biometrics has included a reliable solution for protecting identity and
recognition of matchless and stable properties, also it is being deﬁned for authentication
techniques in Figure 1.2 [1].
• Identiﬁcation: It contains biometric features [1]. The system compares the acquired
features with database data. Matcher using a 1: N solution for identiﬁcation [7].
• Veriﬁcation: Veriﬁcation either conﬁrms or denies a individual's demanded feature
[1]. A biometric feature is being accepted.Veriﬁcation is using a 1:1 matching
solution [7].
Figure 1.2: Authentication process [1].
Biometrics system has seven parameters such as: universality, permanence, performance,
collectability, acceptability, distinctiveness and circumvention. Human biometric traits
were compared by seven parameters in the Table 1 [8].
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Table 1.1: Biometric features [8].
A biometrics system can be deﬁned as a pattern recognition system which works by
obtaining biometric feature from a person, take out a properties from the acquired in-
formation, and matching that identity with the database information [8].
A biometrics system may work on veriﬁcation process or identiﬁcation process, depending
on the application context [6]. The enrollment process is the ﬁrst step of any biometric
system also it is being used for registration a novel individual in the system [6].
Due to the veriﬁcation process the main aim is to avoid unauthorized individuals and
refuses many individual from same certiﬁcate [6, 9].
In the identiﬁcation process, the system identiﬁes the person by seeking biometric tem-
plate of entire the people in the system database for pair. Identiﬁcation aim is to avoid
a one individual from using many certiﬁcates [6].
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Figure 1.3: Block diagram of the enrollment, veriﬁcation, and identiﬁcation tasks [8].
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1.2 Ear Biometrics
Public safety and national security generally using biometric techniques, as the most
secure and accurate authentication applications. Physical biometric features like ﬁn-
gerprints, face, hand geometry have admitted deep concern. Vascular Scar, ﬁngerprint,
voice and retina are usually being used for identiﬁcation and veriﬁcation. However the
usage of face in biometrics is easier than others. Even if you do not know the other
biometric information of the person, you can still get face information. An ear biometric
is more useful in this regard. Nevertheless, the face is not still as correct and suitable
as required for that case because of the lighting changes, mimic changes, makeup or eye
glasses.
Figure 1.4: Standard of the biometric image [20].
Ear images method is the same as face images. Many investigators have argued that the
ear is inimitable. Many investigators have worked on 2D ear model [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
Some investigators have worked on 3D ear model [18, 19]. Actually, the ear was used as
biometric unoﬃcially. For instance, the INS has necessitate that the right ear must be
obvious, shown in Figure 1.4 [20].
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The ear is matchless for every human. However, it may show slight changes until adult-
hood [3]. Some studies have been done about the inimitableness of the ear shape [3] and
obtain observational supporting evidence. The research says that the variance in age
range which is recognizable throughout 8 years old and over 70 years old. In addition,
ear growth in this age range is linear. After age 70, the ear continues to grow [13] and
stretch rate is not linear because of gravity. Ear identiﬁcation is often used because of
thestability and predictable changes of the ear [18, 21, 13, 14, 15, 16, 29,17].
At the present times, earmarks are called evidence for the crime scene [51, 52]. The
ear does not change over time [13]. Earmark satisﬁes entire the qualities such as inim-
itableness, generality, eﬃciency etc [11]. The ear shape has standard parts same as other
biometric types. In ﬁgure 1.5 indicates the standard features of ear anatomy [10]. Ear
shape is signiﬁcantly coherent and stable. The external ear is very signiﬁcant for ear
biometrics. The system of ear biometric includes detection and recognition parts.
Figure 1.5: The ear anatomy [10].
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After measurements of a lot ear photographs of identical twins, it was determined that
two ears are diﬀerent from each other [3]. Ear-based recognition is taking attention not
only because of being non-invasive but also due to the fact that it is not being aﬀected
by such factors as psychology and cosmetics as the face does. According to the studies,
magnitude of decisiveness value of the ear is greater than one of the face [4]. Unlike the
face, the ear shape may not be symmetrical, which in turn means that the both ears of
every person is diﬀerent. The advantages of ear biometrics are listed following [4]:
• According to medical studies ear shape is found to be stable and constant during
the human life.
• The ear has passive biometrics case. Ears features can be captured from a distance.
• The ear can be obtained with less eﬀort. Because the area of the ear is bigger than
ﬁngerprint, retina etc.
• The ear has uniform colour distribution.
• The ear is unaﬀected by eye glasses and makeup.
• Handling background of the ear is not a tough subject.
The ear can be used in an independent mode for recognition or it can be integrated with
the multi-biometrics techniques such as face recognition. Ear biometrics can be used
for access control applications and government security such as visa/passport programs.
According to individuals, the ear biometrics is less intense than ﬁngerprinting. The ear
biometrics systems have no hygiene problems because there is no need to touch any
devices.
Face biometrics is less secure than ear biometrics, mostly so it is diﬃcult to establish a
relationship between the ear and the earmark. Thus individuals are not able to recognize
own earmarks. For this reason, the earmark databases are more secure than others.
People are hindered in description of earmarks. The main reason of ear biometrics based
on computer vision systems. Data of the ear is obtained with these systems.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
As previously mentioned, A lot of researchers are working on the ear biometrics. There
are several studies showing that the ear is diﬀerent from each person. furthermore, two
studies [13, 21] are supported by evidence. Thus the earmarks are usual evidence in
many real criminal inquiries [22].
In 1906, Imhofer did a study. In this study, just 4 features were required to recognize
approximately 500 ears [23].
In 1989, Iannarelli did the notable work [3]. In this work, more than 10.000 ears were
analyzed and it has been found that the ears, were diﬀerent from each other. Iannarelli
developed an anthropometric technique which uses 12 measurements for the Iannarelli
System ear identiﬁcation.
When the ear reaches the proper position, the ear image should be covered inside the
borders. The borders should be cautiously set till the inclined guide line which is parallel
to the tragus ﬂesh line. The inclined line must merely intersect the tragus.
9
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Figure 2.1: The Iannarelli system [37].
Firstly, the image is fully lined up with the inclined guide line. Then the image is placed.
The expert should be focalize the image in appropriate diamension. The short vertical
guide line goals to increase appropriate dimension for classiﬁcation [3]. The ear features
allow to develop for tool of identiﬁcation[18, 21, 13, 14, 15, 3, 17].
Table 2.1: Ear biometric researchs [20].
Moreno et al. [24] was used three neural network paradigm for ear recognition. In this
experiment dataset of 28 individual were used. The best recognition rate of the three
approaches was 93%.
Victor [17] and Chang [14] have observed PCA with two-dimensional density ear photos.
The performance of the ear biometry was compared with the performance of the face
biometry in studies and diﬀerent results were obtained.
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Yuizono et al. [25] studied a identiﬁcation system for subjects of the ear by hereditary
research. As a result of the research, they noticed that the identiﬁcation ratio for the
recorded individual was almost 100%, and the denial ratio for the unrecognized individual
was 100%.
Bhanu and Chen obtained three-dimensional biometric deﬁnitions in their work. Surface
identiﬁers [18] are used as methods.They have achieved 100% success rate in the system.
Another work by Bhanu and Chen [19] applied a two-step ICP algorithm for three-
dimensional objects. The success rate of the system was approximately 6%. The objects
were not automatically cropped in two surveys [26].
Hurley et al. [15] improved new property extraction method via FFT. Every photo
is showed by an intensive feature vector. The study has powerful technique for extract
properties of the two-dimensional ear. The researchers have used the force ﬁeld technique
in the next phase of the research. [16]. Their gallery includes , 252 images belong to 63
individuals. An ear classiﬁcation ratio is 99.2%.
Chora's [29] has investigated the probability of utilization in ear biometrics. The report
shows the two-dimensional ear set, and present an ear identiﬁcation approach depend
on geometric property extraction. The researcher worked on the "easy" ear photographs
for a errorless ear identiﬁcation system. 'Easy' ear photographs have been shot at high
quality. Also, the photos are cropped and the environmental conditions are stable. The
experiment has not detail reported.
Pun and Moon [30] performed small-scale literature comparison in their work. According
to experimental data in the literature, they research structures of ﬁve methods [18, 21, 14,
15, 25]. In Table 2.1, works in the literature are compared according to some parameters.
In research, ﬁrst examines diﬀerent procedures of two-dimensional and three-dimensional
ear recognition . This study showed that three-dimensional ear recognition using ICP
is better. Actuarially, signiﬁcantly better is the two-dimensional eigen-ear result [14].
Therefore three dimensional ear recognition methods are stronger than two dimensional
ear recognition methods.
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Only two researches [18, 19] are interested in three-dimensional ear shape biometrics.
They include the largest gallery with 110 individuals [25]. This study might interest
because of earrings. This is the only study that entirely perceives the ear image from a
proﬁle outlook.
Lastly, literature review table summary Table 2.2 is shown. It includes reference names,
databases, methods and success rates.
Table 2.2: Literature review table.
Chapter 3
Ear Marks Procedure,Algorithm
and Implementation
3.1 2D Ear Recognition Methods
Ear biometrics has attracted attention in recent years [3]. Earmark is used as evidence
by forensic area [51, 52]. According to other types of biometry, the ear has some beneﬁts
for individual identiﬁcation. [49, 50]. The Iannarelli system pioneered ear biometry
systems. During the study, many ear identiﬁcation methods have been recommended by
researchers [30, 53]. Two dimensional ear recognition methods are described below.
3.1.1 Holistic Method
FFT is used for the holistic method [15, 58]. The exposure constant is used in FFT [54].
Kumar and Wu [55] studied an ear identiﬁcation method. In addition, log-Gabor ﬁlters
were used while the system was being developed. Abate et al. [56] used fourier identiﬁers
in their work. Wang et al. [57] used various property vector in their studies.
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Figure 3.1: Samples of feature extraction [36].
3.1.2 Local Method
Researchers have studied about the geometry of ear [29, 59]. Bastard et al. are processed
diﬀerent images of the same object with the SIFT algorithm. Also LBP was used for
property extraction at pixel level. Guo et al. [62] found LBP distribution at pixel level
in objects. Wang and Yan [63] diminished the size of the property vector using the linear
discriminant method.
3.1.3 Hybrid Method
Liu et al. [64] associated images of ears from diﬀerent angles in their study. Yuan and
Mu, [65] and Youdong and Yunde [66] have concentrated on extracting contours of ear
from their work.
3.1.4 Statistical Method
Zhang and Mu, [67] conducted works on the impressiveness of statistical methods in
combination with classiﬁers. Xie and MU, [68] committed and developed LLE code for
increasing the size of property. Compressed detection is used in the common classiﬁcation
code [69]. Researchers have concentrated on ear biometry methods [36, 70]. However,
the seacrh of the time series modeling was ignored.
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3.2 Algorithms
There are diﬀerent methods deﬁned in [45] of recognizing ears. Iannarelli approach is
ordered like that:
• It is the basis for ear recognition systems.
• It describes 12 speciﬁc areas on two-dimensional ear subject.
• Measurements depend on a normalized ear object.
• Classiﬁcation: Based on the ear shape as watched by the naked eye e.g., round,
triangle, rectangle and oval.
Voronoi diagrams:
• It gives idea about the problem of locating structural points.
• It includes some process such as: acquiring, localizing, extracting edges and curves,
graph modeling.
Compression networks:
• Because of the compression network classiﬁer, ear subjects allow the use of property
extraction.
• The system utilizes neural networks for biometric identiﬁcation.
FFT:
• This algorithm uses physical rules such that instance every particle has the strength
of attraction.
• Identiﬁcation of acoustic ear biometrics:
 The pattern of the ear is utilized.
 Analysis is performed by sending and receiving signals to the ears.
 The received signal forms the basis of the ear signature.
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PCA :
• Algorithm can compare the changes on the subject.
• Algorithm is implemented by ear or face feature.
IRT :
• A comparatively latest work which has 99.65% success rate.
• Algorithm presents ear features using a ray-producing algorithm.
Modiﬁed Snake algorithm:
• It deﬁnes the triangular fossa shape.
• Still in research stage.
SIFT :
• Algorithm is popular approach that provides a high pattern recognition perfor-
mance.
• Researchers have suggested the SIFT algorithm [46]. It is also recommended to
use CCD [47].
Ear Biometrics [34] advantages:
• Powerful structure protected during the lifetime of the person.
• Unlike facial features, ear structure is stable.
• The dimension of the outcome subject is small under similar resolution. So, it is
an added advantage when using a portable device like a cellphone.
• Can be used in negative identiﬁcation systems and latent operations.
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3.2.1 SIFT
SIFT is an algorithm introduced by Lowe [46] that takes an image, detects keypoints
and computes its descriptors. These are constant to scale, rotation and translation of
the image.
Meijerman et al. [48] used SIFT features to automatically match earmarks. Their method
contains the following steps: image preprocessing to resample the images and applyes
ﬁlter, keypoint detection using the SIFT algorithm of Lowe, keypoint matching deﬁned
as the minimum DoG in the SIFT property set [48].
The SIFT algorithm converts subject data into constant locations. Creation of subject
property sets includes the below steps [46, 60]:
3.2.1.1 Scale-Space Extrema Detection
This part, deﬁnes whole measures and subject positions. The constant points are found
using the DoG .
According to the formula 1: the L(x, y, σ) is a sample area function that can be scaled
for an image and the G(x, y, σ) is the DoG function that scales to the input image I(x,
y).
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(1)
(2)
Lowe [15] uses the D(x, y, σ) for keypoint position assignments. According to the formulas
below, the scale is divided into two diﬀerent divisions by k constants.
Figure 3.2: In the left Gaussian pyramid. On the right Diﬀerence of Gaussian (DoG)
pyramid [32].
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An eﬀective method for the function D(x, y,σ) is shown in Figure 3.2. The intertwined
subjects are classiﬁcation by octave. Each octave is separated by an integer such as k=
2
1
3 .
3.2.1.2 Extreme Detection
In extreme detection, extreme points are deﬁned in the DoG pyramid. Each pixel is
compared with eight neighbors in the DoG for extreme detection. Subpixel extreme is
described by the Taylor enlargement of the image just around the keypoint in the (Figure
3.3).
If the function has a zero derivative, the actual extreme point is found.
Figure 3.3: An extreme is detected as a minimum or maximum value between all its
neighbours in DoG scale [32].
3.2.1.3 Keypoints Elimination
Some keypoints created in the previous step lie throughout an edges. If features of
keypoint are not available, they will be eliminated [46]. The most extreme keypoint in
the DoG image is calculated as follows:
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The values in the DoG image must be greater than the threshold, otherwise they are
rejected. According to the matrix calculation below, they should be eliminated from the
keypoint list.
(1)
So if inequality (1) fails, the keypoint is rejected.
3.2.1.4 Orientation Assignment
Figure 3.4: An orientation assignment [32].
Coherent orientation is deﬁned for every keypoint position. Also, each feature has the
assigned orientation, scale and location. So, it is proved invariance to these transforma-
tions.
In this stage, orientations are deﬁned as keypoint which is depend on gradient ways. An
image sample L(x,y) is image sample. The gradient is calculated by the formula below:
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Size and orientation are calculated for each pixel at the keypoint. Thus a histogram
as illustrated in Figure 3.4. is genereted [46]. The histogram will have a top at some
points. The tops in this histogram come across heavy orientations. If there are more
than one top, a new keypoint is created with the same position like the original keypoint.
However, its orientation is same by additional top because orientation should be split by
various keypoints.
This is key phase in achieving invariance to image rotation. The position of the keypoints
is still unchanged. In Figure 3.4, keypoints are indicated as arrows. The length of the
arrows indicates the magnitude of the contrast at the keypoints.
3.2.1.5 Keypoint Descriptor
In this step, an each keypoint descriptor vector is calculated so that the descriptor is
highly distinctive. Then, a 16×16 window is calculated around the keypoints [46] which
are disunited to 16 subblocks. Inside of subbloks, gradient magnitudes are computed.
The magnitudes are weighted by half the width of the sub-blocks. This process is repre-
sened in the Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Keypoint descriptor [32].
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3.3 Earmarks Taking Procedure
Earmarks taking procedure can be divided into 6 main parts such as: mobile phone
selection, camera and background selection, lighting selection, determination of taking
on mobile phone earmarks order, photograph naming rule, photograph storage rule.
Figure 3.6: Earmarks taking system.
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3.3.1 Mobile Phone Selection
In the nowadays market the most widely used brands are Apple and Samsung [1]. Total
of 4 mobile phones are used for taking an earmarks. Two phones of each brand were used,
one of each with and without screen protector. iPhone 6 Plus has no screen protector.
iPhone 6 has screen protector. Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini has screen protector. Samsung
Galaxy Wgt-18150 has no screen protector. Mobile phones were selected due to the eﬀect
of screen protector on taking earmarks.
3.3.2 Camera and Background Selection
The photo shoot was done using the brand Nikon Coolpix L330 camera. Also tripod
used for stabilizing the camera. The black ﬁne cardboards with size of 60cm × 70cm.
were used as background to absorb light. Also black background was used because it is
better light absorbed [44].
3.3.3 Lighting Selection
Lighting was provided with two ﬂoor lamps. Brand of ﬂoor lamps are Lambamina. Floor
lamp from Philips tornado cool daylight 145 watt brand bulb was installed. High-powered
light was selected to absorb the environmental lights.
3.3.4 Determination of Taking on Mobile Phone Marks Order
Two ﬂoor lights have been opened. The place of the phones were determined on the
background. Tripod set to 80 cm height from the ground and ninety degree angle with
camera. Labels which writing the people names were placed on the background. Firstly,
iPhone 6 without screen protector was set on thirty-degree angle with the ﬂoor. Phone
was removed from the ear and taken to the marked place. Cameras was set on the
automatic shooting mode with 10 minutes period. Doing so tremor and slip have been
prevented and provided the best pictures to be captured. The same procedure applies
to iPhone 6 with screen protector, Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini without screen protector,
Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini with screen protector, Samsung Galaxy Wgt-1815 without
screen protector and Samsung Galaxy Wgt-1815 with screen protector respectively.
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3.3.5 Photograph Naming Rule
The photographs are named as follows;
1. Name
2. Surname
3. Mobile phone brand
4. Mobile phone screen protector
5. Ear side
6. File extension type
3.3.6 Photograph Storage Rule
Photos are stored as indexed in the folder.
Chapter 4
The Proposed Approach
As a shown in Figure 4.1, the proposed approach has 4 stages. These are; ear prepro-
cessing (includes localization of ear and enhancement of ear), feature extraction of ear,
feature concatenation of ear, matching of ear.
25
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of proposed ear biometric system [71].
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4.1 Pre-processing of Images
In this preprocessing of images phase, the earmark images were trimmed by hand. The
entire preprocessing operation is represented in Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2: The chain of ear preprocessing [71].
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the pre-processing of images [32].
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4.2 Feature Extraction
SIFT technique [46] was used to extract the property. They are constant to scale, rotation
and aﬃne transformation seen in section 3. Figure 4.4 presents the detected keypoints
of ear respectively.
Figure 4.4: Illustration of ear feature extraction using SIFT [32].
4.3 Matching
In this stage, the input ear images with detected keypoints are processed. Afterward they
are contrasted with the assembled templates along the enrollment stage. The pairing of
each keypoint is obtained ﬁnding by candidate properties. Euclidean distance is used
for mapping. According to the mappinging score, the individual is accepted or rejected
in the system. In Figure 4.5 presents the mapping keypoints of earmark images from
the same individual. In Figure 4.6 shows the matching keypoints including outliers (left)
and matched keypoints including inliers only (right).
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Figure 4.5: Matching of keypoints [71].
Figure 4.6: Matched keypoints including outliers (left) and matched keypoints in-
cluding inliers only (right) [32].
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4.4 Algorithm
Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 was used to implement the SIFT matching algorithm. The
code for extracting SIFT features by OpenCV library [72].
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
We presented validation result of suggested approach using a database which was created
by a researcher. SIFT algorithm was tested using the earmark image database that
created by the researcher. The database includes 912 images belong to 50 individuals
who are 29 women and 21 men. For each ear, four images were captured in three sessions
by four diﬀerent smartphones. 800 samples were collected in the ﬁrst two sessions and
112 samples in the third one. The photos are in BMP format and a resolution of 300*260.
The earmark images in were taken under same earmarks taking procedure.
Achievement assessment is acquired with TSR. The TSR value is calculated according
to the following formula:
where: FAR is the value that fraudsters are mistakenly accepted in the system and
FRR is the value that correct individuals are mistakenly rejected in the system.
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Table 5.1 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based on veriﬁcation system. The total success rate is 99.72%, while in order of FAR
and FRR are decreased to 0.06% and 0.08%.
Table 5.1: Ear mark to ear mark achievement assessment of the suggested approach.
Table 5.2 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by woman age range. The total success rate is 99.65%, while in
order of FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.0689% and 0.0344%. The highest woman age
range success rate is 76-95 and the lowest woman age ranges success rate is 18-35. The
success rate in the women is less than the overall success rate of the earmark veriﬁcation
system.
Table 5.2: Ear print to ear print by woman age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach.
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Table 5.3 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by man age range. The total success rate is 99.1%, while in
order of FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.0476% and 0.1428%. Success rate of the
highest man age range is 76-95 and 36-55. Success rate of the lowest woman age range
is 56-75. The success rate in the men is lower than both the success rate of women and
the overall success rate of the earmark based veriﬁcation system.
Table 5.3: Ear print to ear print by man age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach.
Table 5.4 indicates the acquired numerical results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with
earmark based veriﬁcation system by woman age range for session one (Rank-1) and
session two (Rank-2). The total success rate of Rank-1 is 99.65%, while in order of FAR
and FRR are decreased to 0.0689% and 0.0344%. According to Rank-1, the highest
woman age ranges success rate is 76-95 and the lowest woman age range success rate
is 18-35. According to Rank-2, the highest woman age ranges success rate is 56-75 and
76-95 and the lowest woman age range success rate is 36-55.
Table 5.4: Ear print to ear print by woman age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach for session one (Rank-1) and session two (Rank-2).
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We can clearly see the total of FAR, FRR, and TSR values in Rank-2 are same as the
values in Rank-1. The success rate in the women is less than the overall success rate of
the earmark veriﬁcation system. There were three months between Rank-1 and Rank-2.
Each total value of FAR, FRR, and TSR in both Rank-1 and Rank-2 have been same
results. Because earmarks did not change in the three-month period. Nevertheless, TSR
values of 36-55 and 56-75 woman age range in both Rank-1 and Rank-2 changed. So, it
shows that there are time-dependent changes in some woman earmarks.
Table 5.5 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by man age range for session one (Rank-1) and session two
(Rank-2). The total success rate of Rank-1 is 99.1%, while in order of FAR and FRR
are decreased to 0.0476% and 0.1428%. According to Rank-1 the highest man age range
success rate is 36-55 and 76-95 and the lowest woman age range success rate is 56-75.
According to Table 5.5, Rank-1 and Rank-2; FAR, FRR, and TSR values are the same.
Table 5.5: Ear print to ear print by man age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach for session one (Rank-1) and session two (Rank-2).
We can clearly see the total of FAR, FRR, and TSR values in Rank-2 are same as the
values in Rank-1. The success rate in the women is less than the overall success rate of
the earmark veriﬁcation system. There are three months between Rank-1 and Rank-2.
Each total value of FAR, FRR, and TSR in both Rank-1 and Rank-2 have been same
results. Because man earmarks did not change in the three month period.
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Table 5.6 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by woman age range for session one (Rank-1), session two
(Rank-2) and session three (Rank-3). The ears of nine women were taken in three
sessions. The total success rate of Rank-1 and Rank-2 are 96.30%, while in order of FAR
and FRR are decreased to 0.2222% and 0.1111%. The highest woman age ranges success
rate is 56-75 and 76-95. The lowest woman age ranges success rate is 36-55. The success
rate in the women is less than the overall success rate of the earmark veriﬁcation system.
Table 5.6: Ear mark to ear mark by woman age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach for session one (Rank-1), session two (Rank-2) and session three
(Rank-3).
According to Table 5.6, the total success rate of Rank-3 is 97.54%, while in order of
FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.1111% and 0.1111%y. The total of FAR, FRR, and
TSR values in Rank-2 are same as the values in Rank-1. The lowest woman age ranges
success rate is 36-55. Also, the total of TSR values in Rank-3 is greater than the total
of TSR values in both Rank-1 and Rank-2. The success rate of the women in Rank-3 is
lower than the overall success rate of the earmark veriﬁcation system. There are three
months between Rank-2 and Rank-3. Woman earmarks did not change in the three
month period. However, woman earmarks were changed in six months.
Table 5.7 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by man age range for session one (Rank-1), session two (Rank-
2) and session three (Rank-3). The ears of ﬁve men were taken in three sessions. The
total success rate of Rank-1 and Rank-2 are 96%, while in order of FAR and FRR are
decreased to 0.2% and 0%. The highest man age range success rate is 56-75 and 76-95.
The lowest man age range success rate is 36-55. The success rate in the men is less than
the overall success rate of the earmark veriﬁcation system.
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According to Table 5.7, the total success rate of Rank-3 is 92%, while in order of FAR
and FRR are decreased to 0.2% and 0.2%. The total of FAR, FRR, and TSR values
in Rank-2 are same as the values in Rank-1.The lowest man age range success rate is
36-55 for session one (Rank-1), session two (Rank-2) and session three (Rank-3). Also
the total success rate of TSR in Rank-3 is lower than the total success rate of TSR in
Rank-1 and the total success rate of TSR in Rank-2. The success rate of the men in
Rank-3 is lower than the overall success rate of the earmark veriﬁcation system. There
are three months between Rank-2 and Rank-3. So man earmarks did not change in the
three month period. However, man earmarks were changed in six months.
Table 5.7: Ear mark to ear mark by man age range achievement assessment of the
suggested approach for session one (Rank-1), session two (Rank-2) and session three
(Rank-3).
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Table 5.8 indicates the acquired results relating to FAR, FRR, and TSR with earmark
based veriﬁcation system by diﬀerent smartphone brands. iPhone 6 Plus total success
rate is 99.89%, while in order of FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.06% and 0.05%. iPhone
6 total success rate is 99.94%, while in order of FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.06% and
0.05%. Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini total success rate is 99.92%, while in order of FAR and
FRR are decreased to 0.05% and 0.03%. Samsung Galaxy Wgt-18150 total success rate is
99.87%, while in order of FAR and FRR are decreased to 0.09% and 0.04%. The highest
TSR value is 99.94% which has iPhone 6. The lowest TSR value is 99.87% which has
Samsung Galaxy Wgt-18150. Also, success rates of earmark veriﬁcation of a smartphone
depend on whether the smartphone has the screen protector or not. The obtained results
showed that the iPhone 6 with screen protector has the highest success rate with 99.94%
among other smartphones. iPhone 6 Plus does not have screen protector and the TSR
value of iPhone 6 Plus is 99.89%. The success rate of smartphones of Samsung brand is
lower than smartphones of iPhone brand.
Table 5.8: Ear mark to ear mark by diﬀerent smart phone brands achievement as-
sessment of the suggested approach.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
A earmark recognition system depending on SIFT has been obtained. The feature of
earmark data is computed along with a matchless template. This template includes the
property of earmarks. According to experimental data, the success rate of the system is
99.72%. Results of earmark study can be used as a resource for future works.
The earmark recognition system has some important points such as: to produce prop-
erty vectors from person earmark photos and to apply earmark mapping of distance.
I recommend a work is to adapt the increasing usage of biometric systems which can
reduce the earmark preprocessing and describe earmark local properties eﬀectively and
have better earmark recognition performance using SIFT algorithm.
The experiment watching shows that review SIFT feature description method properly
can be applied to earmark recognition. Moreover, it simpliﬁes the ear preprocessing and
also does the satisfactory identiﬁcation and searching through directly extracting and
matching feature from earmark images. Even though the developed system has given
good results with the datasets represented. SIFT is a powerful algorithm for recognition
and detection for the small database but not powerful for big database.
Using the SIFT algorithm, the earmark features were eﬀectively extracted. As future
work, it is necessary to think of the large number of SIFT features on ear marks. So
if you will reduce the dimension of the SIFT descriptors, which is not impairing the
discrimination power and to speed up the comparison of features. Woman sets earmark
success rate better than a man for the whole of the system.
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According to woman age range, 76-95 age ranges success rate better than others. Because
older person ear grows up so more easily recognized by the system. Woman earmarks
did not change in the three month period (between Rank-1 and Rank-2 ) but they were
changed in six months (between Rank-1 and Rank-3). As the time goes on the change
in the ear is increasing.
Man sets earmark success rate worse than man for the whole of system. According
to man age range, 36-55 and 76-95 age ranges success rates better than others. Man
earmarks did not change in the three month period(between Rank-1 and Rank-2 ) but
they were changed in six months(between Rank-1 and Rank-3) in the same as woman.
As a person gets older the change in the ear is increasing.
The experiments done showed that earmark veriﬁcation success rate varies with diﬀerent
smartphone brands. Because the materials used on smartphones'screens diﬀerent from
each other. The reason why diﬀerent earmark veriﬁcation success rates on the same
smartphone brand are that the screen protector was used on one of the smartphone and
not on the other. The obtained results show that the iPhone 6 with screen protector
brand smartphone has the highest success rate which is 99.94%.
In future, increasing the number of people can enhance this study. Earmarks of the
people from diﬀerent geographies can be used. People from diﬀerent geographies can be
used to investigate the eﬀect of genetic factors on ears. The changes can be observed
more clearly when the ear recording periods are longer.
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